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You Gotta Believe!
While that catchphrase is more closely associated with the New York Mets, I think it is as appropriate here given 
the recent happenings in EW and Cyber.  As the Army pivots to Europe, the recently released FY17 President’s 
Budget shows a significant plus-up for Army ground EW programs.  Let’s hope it sticks.  On the cyber front, the 
Army has begun to showcase tactical cyberspace capabilities in its training exercises.  Recently, Cyber forces 
provided support to offensive and defensive cyberspace operations, intelligence, information operations and 
opposing forces (OPFOR) at the National Training Center rotation in Fort Irwin, California. CEMA seems to be 
alive and well in the Army.

It has been awhile since our last newsletter, so I hope to catch you up to speed on the latest CEMA events.  
Many of you participated in our highly attended inaugural CEMA 2015 Conference, held over a 4 day period 
last October here at APG. Planning is now well underway for CEMA 2016, and I hope this year will be an even 
bigger success.  I am pleased to announce that last December at the AOC International Convention, the APG 
Susquehanna Roost Chapter won Distinguished Medium Chapter of the Year category.  Also during Convention, 
our local EWO MAJ Jason Waters lent his operational expertise in support of the STEM program displays, and 
J.R. May was recognized for his distinguished service.  Congratulations and way to go!

Starting this month we are shifting to quarterly newsletter that will be published in March, June, September and 
December.  To provide focus, I have instituted standing columns to include “S&T in the Spotlight”, Acquisition 
Update”, “From the Field”, “Industry in the News”, “EW and Cyber in the Media” and much more.  We intend to 
roll out a few of these columns in this issue, and hope to 
have all columns active by the June newsletter.  I hope 
you enjoy these changes.  As always, I look forward 
to your ideas and suggestions on how to make the 
Susquehanna Chapter even better in the future.

“Believe You Can and You’re 
Halfway There” – Theodore Roosevelt

     Michael Ryan, President  
     AOC Susquehanna Chapter 
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ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, Md.  –  
Radar detectors signaling speeding motorists  
of police presence are about to get a run 
for their money, as the Army is developing 
innovative radar technology that could 
someday be common practice for users  
wanting to mask their radar emissions.

Over the past several years, the threat of being 
compromised has become an increasing issue 
for Soldiers in theater. The need to preserve 
radar system performance while operating 
in both a contested (adversarial attack) and 
congested (high traffic) radio frequency 
environment has presented a significant 
challenge to radar system designers.

These challenges led the U.S. Army Materiel 
Command’s Communications-Electronics 
Research, Development and Engineering 
Center, or CERDEC, to research and develop 
a tunable, noise-encrypted radar waveform 
referred to as Advanced Pulse Compression 
Noise, or APCN. 

“The battlespace is continually evolving, and 
with that, comes the need to change the 
way we think about radar design. Techniques 
such as real-time re-programmable waveform 
synthesis and low probability of intercept/low 
probability of detection (LPI/LPD) provide 

added capability that will address the emerging 
electromagnetic spectrum challenges our 
Soldiers are likely to face in the future,” said 
Dr. Paul Zablocky, director of CERDEC’s 
Intelligence and Information Warfare 
Directorate.

The APCN waveform embodies select aspects 
from both traditional and non-traditional radar 
waveforms, and can be programmed in real-
time to allow the system user (the Soldier) 
to optimize radar performance based on the 
particular scenario. 

“Encrypting our radar waveforms limits 
the likelihood for adversaries to intercept 
and exploit our emissions. Programming 
the waveform in real-time takes this 
capability even further, and ensures 
operational effectiveness,” said Dr. Mark 
Govoni, a research scientist in CERDEC 
I2WD’s Radar Division who established 
the theory and patented the design for 
the APCN waveform.
 
This secure waveform could be used not just by 
Soldiers but civilian law enforcement agencies 
as well.

S&T in the 
SPOTLIGHT
Speeding motorists watch out!  
Army developing more adaptable, 
secure radar technology
By Allison Barrow, CERDEC Public Affairs

continued on next page >>
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“Given the prevalence of software-defined 
capabilities, it’s totally conceivable to consider 
this type of technology as an alternative to 
what’s currently used with some of the more 
critical communication networks like GPS and 
emergency broadcasting,” he said.   

Another benefit of the APCN waveform is its 
inherent robustness to frequency congestion. 
CERDEC researchers have investigated this 
aspect, and theorize that a follow-on approach 
called “cognitive radar waveform diversity” 
could further minimize challenges with 
interference.

For example, Soldiers using a programmable 
waveform like APCN, could someday rely on 
the system’s ability to dynamically adapt and 
diversify its radar emissions while operating in 
heavy congestion.

Currently, this process is done manually, but 
researchers are looking for it to one day be 
done autonomously, Govoni said. 

“Autonomy can relieve the Soldier of 
unnecessary burden, which then affords more 
attention for his or her primary tasks,” Govoni 
said. “Technologies like waveform diversity and 
cognition provide exactly that, and are where 
we’re headed with future radar capability.”

CERDEC worked with the Army Research 
Laboratory to build an experimental 
demonstrator that served as the radar system 
for the APCN waveform. Researchers modified 
the existing waveform and interfaced with 
the system using custom-designed control 
software. The experimental system was 
successfully demonstrated at APG in 2012. 

CERDEC researchers are currently working to 
conduct additional experiments with advanced 
radar waveforms.

  
“There’s a growing desire to 
consolidate systems operating in 
the electromagnetic spectrum. As a 
(large) tenant of this spectrum, radar 
is an attractive candidate. The kind 
of technology we’re researching here 
at CERDEC gets us one step closer to 
real-time coordinated and cooperative 
operation with other systems,” Govoni 
said. “It’s a great example of where 
Army technologists are pushing the 
state-of-the-art.”

“Having the ability to transmit a 
radar waveform that’s continually 
changing, one that never repeats 
itself, and looks like noise, is 
extremely difficult to intercept and 
becomes advantageous for police 
because they can now remain 
anonymous to radar detectors,” 
Govoni said.
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ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, 
Md. (February 19, 2016) -- Almost every 
communications device issued by the U.S. 
Army has some level of encryption capability 
to help prevent sensitive military information 
from falling into the wrong hands. 

Encryption capabilities are traditionally 
developed during the communications 
device’s development, which leads to 
numerous cryptographic engine cores. 
These cryptographic engine cores securely 
process key product information for sender 
authentication and confidentiality, integrity 
and non-repudiation of messages.

The U.S. Army Materiel Command’s 
Communications-Electronics Research, 
Development and Engineering Center, or 
CERDEC, is leading the Army’s technology 
program to decrease the number and variety 
of cryptographic engine cores by developing 
a universal encryptor, which will be a common 
chip that will provide cryptographic services 
to a wide variety of devices. 

Standardizing and creating a National Security 
Administration-certified universal encryptor 
will increase capabilities for the Army while 
decreasing costs and time lines.  It will also 
provide more companies a better chance 
for competing to create next-generation 
communication systems, said Donald Coulter, 
project lead.  

The Army can use the REprogrammable 
Single Chip Universal Encryptor, or RESCUE, 
in communications devices such as radios, 
satellites and computers as well as unmanned 
air and ground systems that use or transmit 
encrypted information. The Army can also 
modernize existing systems or develop new 
systems with RESCUE to easily upgrade their 
cryptographic capabilities.

The Defense Department chose CERDEC to 
lead the RESCUE effort because the Army not 
only has the largest number of devices that 
need cryptographic service, but CERDEC's 
Space and Terrestrial Communications 
Directorate, or S&TCD, has the inherent 
cryptographic research and development 
expertise to develop such capabilities, said 
Rocio Bauer, chief of the Tactical Network 
Protection Branch in the CERDEC S&TCD 
Cyber Security/Information Assurance 
Division.

Other military and government organizations 
have similar objectives to create a common 
cryptographic core chip, but none process as 
broad of capabilities in this particular form as 
RESCUE, said Coulter. 

“What we want to be able to do is have that 
solid crypto core that provides the standard 
cryptographic functions and services that 
most of our devices need, to include support 
for Cryptographic Modernization, Key 

Army’s standardized encryption 
chip comes to the RESCUE
Kristen Kushiyama, CERDEC Public Affairs

S&T in the SPOTLIGHT

continued on next page >>
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Management Infrastructure-awareness and 
Product Delivery Enclave-enabled capabilities. 
That way we can concentrate on the truly 
innovative and particularly unique pieces of 
those end technologies,” Coulter said. 

CERDEC awarded the development contract 
to Team Engility Aug. 21, 2015. The production 
contracts for RESCUE will require the vendor to 
build to a specification, and the intent is for the 
Army to make it available to communications 
or computing platforms that require or support 
storing, processing, transmitting or receiving 
encrypted information. 

“The contract award for the RESCUE 
development effort is public, and we will have 
all the rights with the explicit understanding 
that whoever wants to do a production contract 
or who wants to develop a new capability based 
on this technology- we have everything we need 
to either utilize it again in its current form, be 
able to tailor or modify it to reproduce these 
things,” Bauer said. 

As the Army’s eventual standard for 
cryptographic hardware, RESCUE is being 
implemented as a Field Programmable Gate 
Array, or FPGA, meaning that developers can 

tailor the information on the chip to fill specific 
encryption needs and be reconfigured and 
reprogrammed more easily if needed.

“If there’s a new algorithm capability that comes 
along or a new algorithm, we can actually 
update the image on there and add that 
capability so we don’t necessarily have to create 
a brand new chip and bring every device back 
and put a whole new chip in. We can update the 
image on the chip,” Coulter said.

Using RESCUE also allows the Army to have 
more non-technical acquisition flexibility.

“One of the key, non-technical pieces 
of this is that we will have government 
rights to everything we are developing,” 
Coulter said. “In the past, we have been 
in the position where we have had the 
solution, but we don’t have the rights to 
modify it, repair it. If we needed to do 
any of that stuff, we had to go back to 
the original vendor and get them to do it 
at whatever rate [cost] they choose.”

CERDEC is developing the 
REprogrammable Single Chip 
Universal Encryptor, or RESCUE, 
which will be a common chip 
that will provide cryptographic 
services to a wide variety of 
communications devices such as 
radios, satellites and computers 
as well as unmanned air and 
ground systems that use or 
transmit encrypted information. 
(U.S. Army CERDEC graphic)

continued on next page >>
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The cost and development to provide 
Soldiers with secure devices that lack a 
common encryptor may be an unnecessary 
expense if standardization occurs. 

“Every time we generate a new device, we 
are paying for the same crypto capability, and 
we are redeveloping and customizing it every 
single time,” Coulter said.

RESCUE also allows the Army to increase its 
list of potential vendors.

“Now, we are limited to specific vendors 
who can do crypto and do communications,” 
Coulter said. “RESCUE allows us to say ‘the 
crypto is here’…This is going to free us up to 
really push those boundaries and edges of 
research and development of capabilities 
going forward.”

“There are small business that can have 
really innovative techniques and ideas for 
communications, but they don’t have the 
institutional knowledge or bandwidth and 
resources to go through and develop a crypto 
core and go through that whole certification 
process,” he said. 

Army communications systems that transmit 
and receive classified information must have 
an NSA certification to ensure they meet 
NSA’s standards for securing and encrypting 
classified information; however, the process 
takes more time if NSA must review an entire 
product or system.

CERDEC expects certification times for new 
communications devices to decrease as a 
result of RESCUE because the review is not 
of an entire system.

CERDEC expects RESCUE to condense 
the NSA certification process for new 
communications devices because it will 
provide the Army with the flexibility to use 
an NSA-certified chip as the basis of its 
cryptographic functions. 

When a product uses the NSA-certified 
RESCUE, it will not necessitate an NSA 
review of the entire system as they can 
now focus on ensuring the device meets 
their standards and that RESCUE’s 
certification boundaries did not change when 
incorporated into the product or system, 
Coulter said.

“We expect a product review to take around 
six months, which is down from the standard 
time that can last up to about 24 months, 
more or less, to get a certification for a 
device,” Coulter said.

CERDEC is scheduled to have RESCUE NSA-
certified and ready for wide-spread use in 
requirements documents by September 2017, 
though stakeholders who will need RESCUE 
do not have to wait until then to reach out to 
CERDEC.

“If someone wants to leverage 
RESCUE, they can talk to us 
now to ensure we have the right 
requirements and that our timeline 
for development aligns with their 
needs,” Coulter said. “If there are 
specific requirements, they can be 
here while we are designing things, 
and they can start planning their 
tailoring and acquisition activities 
around our timeline of what we 
are doing and the material we can 
provide to them.”
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Will Russian Aggression Ramp Up US Army Focus on Electronic Warfare Needs?
Defense News, 7 Mar 16, Jen Judson 

The US Army’s Electronic Warfare Division chief for operations likes to say his favorite person is Vladimir 
Putin. The reason? “Vladimir Putin and the things that he has done in Georgia, Crimea, Ukraine and starting 
to do in Syria is getting a lot of attention on what it means to have a modern, ready, [electronic warfare]-
capable force,” Col. Jeffrey Church said in a recent interview. “Those actions have gotten more traction for 
Army Electronic Warfare and the need to do that than anything previous.”

“It has taken us 10 years to get to where we have all the right pieces that the Army requires you to have to 
create requirements, get into the budget, and then go do acquisition,” Church said. The Integrated Electronic 
Warfare System (IEWS) is the future of Army EW. It has three parts: The Electronic Warfare Planning and 
Management Tool (EWPMT), the Multi-Function Electronic Warfare (MFEW) capability and the Defensive 
Electronic Attack (DEA) capability.

An initial version of the planning and management tool is scheduled to be fielded to the Army around 
September, Church said. The planning tool will allow soldiers to plan, coordinate and synchronize electronic 
warfare within the electromagnetic spectrum using a computer screen with visuals aids, Church said. The 
next step is to field the MFEW system, which will provide the ability to detect signals and to jam them if 
necessary. The capability will be housed on a large and small unmanned aircraft and later a rotary wing 
aircraft (like the old days). The capability will also reside in a large and small ground vehicle, at fixed sites and 
as a wearable device for the dismounted soldier.

The Army is first tackling the large air capability and will then work to develop a large ground capability. The 
plan now is for the MFEW large air version to reach initial operational capability in 2023. The rest will follow. 

Invisible warfare: Russia touts second-to-none jamming equipment
Sputnik International, 8 Mar 16, Staff Writers

Russia's most advanced electronic warfare systems, Borisoglebsk-2 and Rtut-BM, add significantly to the 
country's defense capabilities, according to the Russian news network Zvezda. The modernization of the 
Russian Armed Forces has included the development of electronic warfare, the Russian news network 
Zvezda reported, referring to the state-of-the-art Borisoglebsk-2 and Rtut-BM systems. The Borisoglebsk-2 
is a multi-purpose electronic warfare system developed by Russia's United Instrument Manufacturing 
Corporation for the Russian Armed Forces. Its development started in 2004 and its evaluation testing was 
completed successfully in December 2010. The system was initially introduced to the Russian army in 2014.

EW AND CYBER
IN THE MEDIA

continued on next page >>
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U.S. plans to publicly blame Iran for dam cyber breach
CNN, 10 Mar 16, Evan Perez and Shimon Prokupecz

The Obama administration is preparing to publicly attribute a 2013 cyber attack against a  
New York dam to Iranian hackers, according to U.S. officials familiar with the investigation.  
The Justice Department has prepared an indictment against people thought to be behind the  
attack, according to the officials. An announcement could come in the next week. The intrusion  
at the Bowman Avenue Dam, around 30 miles north of New York City in suburban Rye, New York,  
isn't considered sophisticated -- the hackers managed only to get access to some back office  
systems, not the operational systems of the dam, U.S. officials say. U.S. investigators quickly  
determined the attack was carried out by hackers working for the Iranian government.

Integration of cyberspace capabilities into tactical units
Army.mil, 29 Feb 16, U.S. Army Cyber Command staff

The Army's efforts to integrate operational cyberspace capabilities into its tactical units took another big 
step forward during a recent training rotation at the National Training Center at Fort Irwin, California. 
Cyber forces provided support to offensive and defensive cyberspace operations, intelligence, 
information operations and opposing forces for the NTC rotation for the Lancer Brigade -- the 2nd 
Stryker Brigade Combat Team (SBCT), 2nd Infantry Division from Joint Base Lewis-McChord, Washington. 
Elements of the U.S. Army Cyber Command headquarters: 780th Military Intelligence Brigade from Fort 
Meade, Maryland; U.S. Army Cyber Protection Brigade from Fort Gordon, Georgia; Cyberspace Opposing 
Force from the 1st Information Operations Command at Fort Belvoir, Virginia; 201st Expeditionary Military 
Intelligence Brigade from Joint Base Lewis--McChord; and Fort Gordon's U.S. Army Cyber Center of 
Excellence and 7th Signal Command took part in the exercise. 

Carter looking to drop 'cyber bombs' on ISIS
Defense Systems, 29 Feb 16, Mark Pomerleau

In the fight to “degrade and ultimately destroy" ISIS, the Defense Department is adjusting its approach, 
moving into cyberspace to attack the group and disrupt its command and control. Secretary of Defense 
Ashton Carter has moved beyond the physical realm into cyberspace to attack the entity and. “We are 
using cyber tools, which is really a major new departure,” Defense Secretary Ashton Carter told NPR over 
the weekend. “I’m talking about attacking the ability of someone sitting in Raqqa to command and control 
ISIL forces outside of Raqqa or to talk to Mosul,” he said, using the administration’s preferred acronym for 
ISIS and referring to ISIS’s Syrian and Iraqi capitals. “Or even to talk to somebody in Paris or to the United 
States. So these are strikes that are conducted in the warzone using cyber essentially as a weapon of war 
just like we drop bombs. We’re dropping cyber bombs.”

EW AND CYBER IN THE MEDIA

continued on next page >>
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SRC Lands Army R&D Support Contract for Electronic Warfare System
Executive Business, 24 Feb 16, Unattributed

The U.S. Army has awarded New York-based nonprofit research and development firm SRC a potential 
$49.2 million contract to research, develop, evaluate and test new capabilities for the AN/ULQ-35 
CREW Duke system. The Army Contracting Command awarded the indefinite-delivery/indefinite-
quantity, fixed-fee contract through an online-based competitive procurement process with one 
proposal received, the Defense Department said Tuesday.

EW AND CYBER IN THE MEDIA

AO C - S U S Q U E H A N N A

Join us if you are 
young at heart  
and want to get 
more involved! 
We are working to develop  
a schedule of activities for  
the next year.

Upcoming events include:  
speakers about cutting edge 
technologies, competitions in 
development and social activities.

AOC IS LOOKING TO GROW OUR YOUNG RAVENS GROUP! 

US Senators Offer Bill To Speed Electronic Warfare Development
Defense News, 8 Feb 16, Joe Gould

Two senators have introduced new bipartisan legislation aimed at boosting the Pentagon’s 
electronic warfare efforts. The bill, sponsored by Sen. Mark Kirk, R-Ill., and Sen. Kristen 
Gillibrand, D-N.Y., is meant to speed up the acquisition cycle for electronic warfare  
programs, which generally have to do with using electromagnetic energy to jam, spoof or 
eavesdrop on enemy signals. “It is critical that the United States military dominates the 
offensive and defensive ends of electronic warfare,” Kirk, a former Navy Reserve intelligence 
officer, said in a statement. “This bill will give DoD and industry leaders the tools to quickly 
develop critical electronic warfare technology for the warfighter, the importance of which  
I have seen firsthand.”
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RECOGNITION

DID YOU KNOW?  
The Association of Old Crows has two classifications of awards available to 
our membership? The first classification; Competitive Awards, recognizes 
individuals and units that because of their outstanding performance, have 
furthered the aims of the Association of Old Crows in support of United 
States or allied Electronic Warfare (EW) and Information Operations (IO). 
Every year, the AOC presents these prestigious awards to each recipient 
at the Annual AOC International Symposium and Convention.   
Nomination Deadline: May 1, 2015 via your chapter Awards Chairman.

Nomination forms can be found at this URL:   
http://www.crows.org/images/stories/awards/2015_Awards/2015_Awards_Nomination_Form_Fillable2.pdf

The Noncompetitive Awards program provides a means for the AOC Board of Directors, the AOC Foundation 
Board of Governors and Chapter Presidents to recognize individuals for achievements and contributions 
outside the normal awards cycle.  Noncompetitive Awards are not to be presented at the national convention. 
There are three classifications of awards:

1. AOC Board of Director Award: The AOC Board of Director Award expresses appreciation to 
individuals who have assisted the AOC Board of Directors in executing its fiduciary responsibilities to the AOC 
membership.

2. AOC Distinguished Service Award: The Distinguished Service Award recognizes significant service or 
distinguished contributions to the AOC or to an AOC Chapter.

3. AOC Outstanding Achievement Award: Recognizes outstanding achievements or contributions in 
professional endeavors. 

Nominations must be submitted using the Noncompetitive Award Nomination Form, which can be found at this 
URL: http://www.crows.org/images/stories/pdf/awards/aoc_noncompetitive_award_nomination_form_2.pdf

Nominations for the AOC Board of Director Award may only be submitted by a member of the AOC Board of 
Directors.  The AOC Board of Directors shall approve the AOC Board of Director Award.  No more than two 
awards may be given in a calendar year.

Nominations for the AOC Distinguished Service Award and the AOC Outstanding Achievement Award may be 
submitted by a Chapter President.

The AOC Foundation Executive Committee shall approve the AOC Distinguished Service Award and the AOC 
Outstanding Achievement Award. The AOC Staff shall process the nominations for the AOC Distinguished 
Service Award and the AOC Outstanding Achievement Award and submit them to the AOC Foundation 
Executive Committee for approval. Awards approved by the Executive Committee shall be reported at the 
next meeting of the AOC Foundation Board of Governors as part of the Membership Report.
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SAVE THE DATE
10-12  8th Annual EW Capabilities Gaps/Enabling 
Tech Operational & Tech Info Exchg –Crane, IN

19   *AOC Virtual Series

24  Membership Luncheon - ToB (1130-1300)

7-9  7th Annual Cyber/EW Convergence  
Conference—SPAWAR Charleston, SC
 
16  Annual Board Mtg & Elections – ToB (1630-1800)

17  *AOC Virtual Series

24  Scholarship Luncheon -  
ToB (1130-1300) 

5-7  45th Annual Collaborative EW 
Symposium – Pt Mugu, CA

7  *AOC Virtual Series

Watch for Lunch and Learn announcements via email.  Lunch and Learns are scheduled as Presenters and topics come available.
 *AOC-Virtual Series, Live Online Webcast Go to:  http://www.crows.org/category/195-aoc-virtual-series/ to register
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ARTICLE FROM THE JOURNAL OF ELECTRONIC DEFENSE
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TRADOC representatives, and the Project 
Managers developing CEMA capabilities.  
This portion of the conference was so 
successful, there is commitment to con-
duct these user forums semi-annually. 

Keynote speakers included MG Bruce 
Crawford,  Commanding General CECOM 
and  APG, Mr. Stephen D. Kreider,  Pro-
gram Executive Officer, Intelligence, 
Electronic Warfare & Sensors, Mr. Jay 
R. Kistler, Jr, Assistant Secretary of 
Defense (Research & Engineering), Elec-
tronic Warfare & Countermeasures Of-
fice; all of whom set the stage for the 
sessions to follow.   The final day of the 
CEMA conference perhaps was the best, 
with keynote speeches by MG Stephen 
Fogarty, Commanding General, Cyber 
Center of Excellence, and Mr. Mike McCo-
nnell, former Director National Security 
Agency and Director of National Intel-
ligence.  The conference closed with a 
CEMA Leadership Panel that consisted 
of participation by Senior Executive 
Service members from APG Team C4ISR, 
and engagement with the audience on 
current organizational, program, and 
technology challenges with respect to 
CEMA operations. 

If you missed this year’s conference 
do not fret. Planning is already un-
derway for the CEMA 2016 conference, 
tentatively scheduled for October 24-27, 
2016.  Save the date!  a

aggression in Ukraine has seen the use of 
electronic warfare on an unprecedented 
scale. The escalation of small drones for 
commercial and military use has many 
alarmed. Syria has become a test bed for 
new state-of-the-art electronic warfare 
technologies. China continues its pursuit 
of comprehensive programs that encom-
pass counter-space, cyber and electronic 
warfare modernization.  Cyber attacks 
continue at an unrelenting pace across 
the globe.  And now, it appears almost 
certain that electronic warfare and cy-
ber career fields in the Army are headed 

toward some type of consolidation.  So, 
given the current environment, what is 
the Army doing to posture itself for suc-
cess?  All of these topics and more were 
addressed during the CEMA 2015 event.

The conference held a “soft open-
ing” on Monday, with approximately 60 
government and military participants in 
the CEMA Cell User Forum.  It provided 
an opportunity for 29-Series Electronic 
Warfare Officers, 25-Series Spectrum 
Managers, and 17C Cyber Operations 
Specialists to interface in a small group 
setting with HQDA decision makers, 

Conference chairman Michael Ryan greets the inaugural CEMA 2015 participants.

The APG Team C4ISR Leadership panel addresses the audience on CEMA organizational, program 
and technology challenges.

ARTICLE FROM THE JOURNAL OF ELECTRONIC DEFENSE
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On 1 March 2016 the new Director of the Mid-Atlantic Regional Director of the Association of Old Crows (AOC) 
conducted his first meeting of chapter presidents/leaders at AOC Headquarters in Alexandria, VA.  Mr. Jim “Hook” 
Pryor is the new Mid-Atlantic Region Director, filling the position previously held by Chopper Lamb.  Jim retired 
from the USAF in mid-2014 and currently works for L-3 Communications in Ashburn, VA.  His last 3 years in the 
USAF were on the Air Staff in the Pentagon working within the requirements process for EW and Cyber activities.  
Prior to that Jim was on the Joint Staff in J-39 and before that he was a B-1 Weapons Systems Officer for the majori-
ty of his USAF career.   
 
Mr. Mark Nolletti, VP and Mr. Tom Zalewski, Past President represented the APG Susquehanna Chapter at this 
meeting and carried our chapter president's message on Chapter Goals and the barriers that are preventing our 
chapter from reaching these Goals.  As you all know, when Mike Ryan took over the office of chapter president he 
outlined three goals for his term. These are:

        Elevating Army EW capabilities as a priority for National Defense - Conducting the inaugural CEMA  
          conference was a big step forward in messaging and bringing the Army EW and Cyber story to leadership

        Increasing APG awareness and dialogue on Cyberspace Operations - This is a recognized area where help is    
          needed as our chapter has been strongly focused on EW and to a lesser extent on Cyber equities and we  
          look to AOC HQ for assistance

        Growing the younger generation of EW professionals - Initiating the Young Ravens was a great start, but our   
          chapter could use help with recruitment ideas and incentives for the younger workforce to participate in AOC

SOME OTHER TOPICS DISCUSSED AT THIS MEETING WERE:
          Recruitment/Retention – This issue goes well beyond the APG Susquehanna Chapter of AOC and the  
          association itself, but the new AOC online application should help with new recruitment. 

          Chapter events/Conference - Our Chapter received exceptional support from AOC National on our CEMA           
          conference and is looking forward to another successful conference this year!  (Your help as a member of the  
          APG Susquehanna Chapter will be needed to make this happen!)

          What can AOC HQ level do for the chapters to make them more successful? – Held lengthy discussion on      
          AOC HQ's providing a crisp statement of membership value in the vernacular of today's youthful workforce.   
          Why should young professionals join AOC? And it's not networking on the golf course! “That was then – for  
          all you OLD crows!” What can motivate new younger CEMA professionals to become active in AOC?   
          Do you have any thoughts? Please share with your officers or any Board Member!

          How can the Mid-Atlantic Region Chapters assist each other? – A good discussion was held around APG     
          Susquehanna Chapter potentially assisting the Chesapeake Chapter by cosponsoring a single day or half day 
          conference highlighting efforts at both venues around both defensive and offensive Cyber.  Idea would be to 
          have the Directors of the CERDEC S&TCD and I2WD along with their counter parts at NSA and DISA at 
          Fort Meade lead an exploration of Defensive and Offensive CYBER activities (to extent possible in an  
          unclassified assembly) at an assembly of both chapter’s membership.  

In concluding the meeting all agreed that it would be good to reassemble on a quarterly basis and the Chesapeake 
Chapter offered to host the first session, so look for more in the near future.
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Mid-Atlantic Regional Director of AOC  
holds meeting with chapter leaders
By Tom Zalewski and Mark Nolletti
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APG Susquehanna  
AOC Chapter Welcomes 
one new Sponsor

Since our last newsletter, the association would like to welcome 
our newest Gold sponsor, Sotera Defense Solutions, Inc.   
 
Please welcome Sotera Defense Solutions, Inc., to the Chapter’s family of sponsors, joining several 
other pillars of the APG community. 

Sotera Defense Solutions, Inc., http://www.soteradefense.com/, is an agile, mid-tier national security 
technology company that delivers innovative systems, solutions and services in support of the 
critical missions of the Intelligence Community, Department of Defense, Department of Homeland 
Security and federal law enforcement agencies charged with ensuring the safety and security of our 
nation. Their employees are focused on delivering essential counterterrorism, cyber operations, 
intelligence, data analytics, and C4ISR solutions to their customers throughout the national security 
community.

As we move forward and the chapter grows we want to assure our sponsors that their voices will 
continue to be heard with respect to our mission and how we add value to the APG community. 

As of March 6, 2016 the chapter is supported by 24 sponsors:  6 Gold, 17 Silver, and 1 Bronze.

Several opportunities exist to participate in the AOC monthly lunch and learn series to I2WD and 
PEO IEW&S employees.  We welcome other sponsors to present technical topics in future events.

Interested companies should be aware that they can find all the information necessary to become a 
sponsor on the Susquehanna Chapter AOC webpage. 

 

SPONSOR RECOGNITION
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THANK YOU 
TO OUR CHAPTER SPONSORS!

A special thanks to all of our annual corporate sponsors 
for their most gracious support of our Chapter!

GOLD

SILVER

BRONZE

Association of Old Crows APG Susquehanna Chapter
P.O. Box 769, Aberdeen, Maryland 21001

To promote the exchange of ideas and information in the fields of Cyber, Electronic Warfare 
(EW) and Information Operations (IO) 

WE’RE ON THE WEB!  www.crows.org/chapters/susquehanna/

Envision
Innovative Solutions
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The Aberdeen Proving Ground Susquehanna Chapter of AOC has long been 
tied to the APG, formerly Fort Monmouth, community. Since BRAC in 2005, 
and the subsequent move to APG, the AOC is in the process of establishing 
the Susquehanna chapter along with plans for support to APG and the local 
community to facilitate networking between government and industry officials 
in the intelligence, electronic warfare and cyber disciplines and provide much 
needed support to educational/scholarship and STEM activities.

The Chapter will hold luncheons of interest to its members, support STEM 
related activities, provide scholarship opportunities to deserving students, 
and technical competitions to increase awareness of new and innovative 
technologies in the intelligence, electronic warfare and cyber domain.

To continue the efforts outlined above, we need your support for without 
your participation we will not be able to continue to provide the networking, 
scholarships, and community outreach that we provide today.

With this thought in mind, we have created a Sponsorship Program designed to 
fit most any company or individual, in an effort to provide the funding needed 
to support the Chapter’s overall community outreach program.

Each level provides the following benefits:
• Up to five seats at Chapter luncheons
• Announcement of your Sponsorship through our various media platforms
• Recognition at chapter events throughout the year
• Special Logo recognition on our APG Susquehanna Chapter website
•  Your support listed on dozens of Chapter event email which are broadcast 

to the entire APG AOC membership database each year

SPONSORSHIP OPTIONS
GOLD - $1,000, 5 seats as outlined above
SILVER - $ 500, 2 seats as outlined above
BRONZE - $250, 1 seat as outlined above (for companies with 10 or fewer employees)

To pay by PayPal: Go to www.crows.org/chapters/apg-susquehanna-roost-sponsors.html
 
To pay by Check: Provide your name, the organization’s name, address,  
phone number and website address, and mail payment to:
Susquehanna Chapter AOC  |  PO Box 769  |  Aberdeen, MD 21001

After completing the payment process, forward your company logo and primary 
point of contact information to Dave Lockhart at david.e.lockhart@boeing.com,  
443-360-9315.

2016 
OFFICERS
Michael Ryan
PRESIDENT

Mark Nolletti
VICE PRESIDENT

Mike Bowen
TREASURER

Fran Orzech
SECRETARY

AOC SUSQUEHANNA ANNUAL 
SPONSORSHIP PROGRAM

In Loving 
Memory of 
Alice May
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Check here if you would like to be a part of the Information Operations Institute (IOI):  The IO Institute is a 
department of the Association of Old Crows chartered by the AOC Board of Directors to give members of 
the IO community an opportunity to exchange ideas and keep informed about current and discrete devel-
opments in the field of Information Operations.

EMPLOYER TYPE PRINCIPLE JOB FUNCTION PRODUCT/SERVICE/APPLICATION
Army    Management Corp   EW/C2W   Space Applications
Navy    Management General  Avionics    Radar
Coast Guard   Engineering R&D        Intelligence Directed Energy
Marines   Operations    C3 IO
Air Force   Marketing  Computers Other
DoD Civilian   Data Processing   Electronics
Government Non-DoD   Procurement    Electro-Optics
Industry    Production    Communications
Education   Engineering Support   Test/Diag
Other Training   Logistics

Testing Consultant
Other Components

1 Year–$45 3 Years–$115 LIFE–$500 STUDENT–$15 RETIRED–$15

AOC Educational Foundation Donation $

Payment (US dollars only) Check One:      Check enclosed          Visa MasterCard         American Express

Credit Card Number Expiration Date

Signature Date

Recruited by

Association of Old Crows
1000 North Payne Street, Suite 200 | Alexandria, VA 22314 | Phone: 703-549-1600 | Fax: 703-549-2589

www.crows.org

FIRST  MI  LAST  RANK/TITLE

MAILING ADDRESS

CITY  STATE  ZIP CODE  COUNTRY

TELEPHONE  FAX (OPTIONAL)

EMAIL

PAYMENT INFORMATION (Make checks payable to: Association of Old Crows)


